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WAR, VOLATILITY AND MARKETS
It has been some time since we penned a Bulletin about drawdowns and volatility which is
telling in and of itself. While we won’t be discussing the Russian/Ukraine conflict itself; the
human suffering is tragic, and we hope for a quick, peaceful resolution. Our focus will be on the
current volatility in assets it has helped produce, along with the impact it has had on various
markets and your portfolio.
It may be surprising to hear that the conflict is not the entire cause of what is unfolding in
markets, but one could argue it is just the match that lit the fire. The fact is that monetary and
fiscal policies have been very accommodative ever since The Great Recession. Over these
intervening years, various combinations of quantitative easing (QE), low/zero interest rates,
fiscal programs (PPP, EIDL, entitlements and other stimulus payments) have played a part in
fueling the growth we’ve witnessed in our portfolios. The enabler of much of this activity was a
benign inflationary environment and eventually this had to change.
As inflation began to pick up in the middle of 2021 the Fed was communicating that this was
“transitory” and due to temporary supply chain constraints. The expectation was that as the
pandemic related restrictions eased inflation would come back down to earth. However, as
inflation readings continued to come in higher – with CPI reaching 7.5% yoy growth in January –
the Fed began to change its message and is now preparing the markets for reducing the cash it
pumped into the economy while increasing interest rates at the same time. As far as recent
historical context goes, this represents a significant shift.
Expectations are now for around 7-8 rate increases in 2022. This was all before war broke out
in Europe. In this event we see the proverbial “fuel” being thrown on to the economic fire. It
has precipitated a new round of inflation and supply chain disruptions centered around basic
commodity inputs to production such as oil, nickel and grain. So, what does this all mean for
you and your portfolio?
If you are a regular reader of our Bulletins, you know we have been concerned about rising
rates and inflation for some time now. Back in September of 2020 we started preparing
portfolios by swapping long-term treasuries for more intermediate maturities. As our thesis
was further strengthened over ’21 we continued to alter the portfolio by swapping
intermediate government bonds for short-term bonds, adding inflation protected government
bonds, eliminating mid to long-term corporate bonds for floating rate and short-term
corporates. Finally, and arguably most important, we added, and then increased, exposure to
commodities. While every other major asset class is down this year, commodities as measured
by GSG (which is the ETF we utilize), is up over 50% year-to-date. Moreover, by limiting
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duration risk (buying bonds with shorter maturities) the fixed income segment of your portfolio
is down less than half of the longer maturity bonds you used to own.
We point out these portfolio changes for two reasons, first and foremost diversification
matters, and it works. Secondly, no matter the level of diversification there is always going to
be volatility in a portfolio. However proper diversification in a portfolio can have a large impact
on drawdowns. For example, even the most aggressive Barrister portfolios are down less than
5% this year while the S&P 500 is down over 12% and the NASDAQ is down almost 19%.
As we continuously stress volatility is part of investing and it will always be with us. Whether
originated by a pandemic, government fiscal policy or war, the emotional reaction tends to be
the same – we fear “losing” money. It’s how we deal with this fear that will determine how well
our portfolios perform over decades, not years, months, or days. In fact, if you look at the slide
from JP Morgan below you will see that over any rolling 20-year period since 1950, the S&P
500, the Aggregate Bond Index and a 50/50 portfolio containing half of each has never lost
money.

We will leave you with one remaining thought. Some of you reading this may remember the
cartoon below. For those that don’t, during the Cold War school children had to practice duck
and cover drills in the event of nuclear war. This included hiding under your desk and closing
your eyes, “Bert the Turtle” brought these Duck-and-Cover lessons to the kids.
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Looking back this would have provided zero protection against a nuclear bomb, and probably
only served to increase anxiety. At the time that crisis likely “felt different” and the world felt
like a terrible place, but things got better, humanity survived, and markets flourished.
Rest assured we continue to proactively prepare your portfolio for what we believe lies ahead.
As we always say, in both good times and bad, we must keep calm and stay the course.
Best,

